Integrated recognition and quantitative detection of starch in surimi by infrared spectroscopy and spectroscopic imaging.
Surimi products have become increasingly-consumed food with prominent characteristics of high nutrition and convenience and its supply falls short of demand. However, due to exhausted fishery resource in recent years, surimi adulteration, such as addition of plant proteins, starch and other animal origin meat, is becoming serious, so recognition of these exogenous substances has become an urgent issue. In this study, Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR) combined with infrared spectroscopic imaging could distinguish heterogeneity in surimi qualitatively and quantitatively and obtain integral chemical images so that spatial distribution of each component in surimi could be visually displayed, thus a rapid recognition method and a prediction model were developed. The different starch contents in surimi had been primarily identified through intensity change of infrared absorption peaks at 1045cm-1 and 988cm-1, specifically with peak shifts to 1041cm-1 and to 992cm-1, respectively. In infrared imaging analysis, principal components (PCs) were separated and one key PC was confirmed as starch by characteristic peaks comparison at 1147cm-1, 1075cm-1, 997cm-1 and 930cm-1. Meanwhile, an established statistic model could predict starch content in surimi correctly with a reliable correlation coefficient (R=0.9856) and root mean square error of prediction (RMSEP=5.64). Therefore, FT-IR combined with infrared spectroscopic imaging could be applicable to integrally recognize and quantitatively detect starch in surimi.